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Aktionsart types Logical structure Thematic relations
I  State verbs
    A  Single argument
1 State or condition
2 Existence

broken’ (x)
exist’ (x)

x=patient
x=entity

    B  Two arguments
1 Pure location
2 Perception
3 Cognition
4 Desire
5 Propositional attitude
6 Possession
7 Internal experience
8 Emotion
9 Attrib./identificational

be-LOC’ (x, y)
hear’ (x, y)
know’ (x, y)
want’ (x, y)
consider’ (x, y)
have’ (x, y)
feel’ (x, y)
love’ (x, y)
be’ (x, y)

x=location, y=theme
x=perceiver, y=stimulus
x=congnizer, y=content
x=wanter, y=desire
x=judger, y=judgment
x=possessor, y=possessed
x=experiencer, y=sensation
x=emoter, y=target
x=attributant, y=attribute

Table 1. Definitions of thematic relations in terms of LS argument positions

Actor Undergoer

Arg. of 1starg.of 1starg.of 2ndarg.of Arg. of state
DO do’ (x, . . .) pred’ (x, y) pred’ (x, y) pred’ (x)

Figure 2. Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy (AUH)
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